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THE SCHOOL FOR EXCELLENCE



TSFX Master Classes. The Smartest Way to Learn.

Our Master Classes are specialised tuition classes designed to help 
students reach their full potential, be that a two-grade improvement 
or the elite A and A+ scores. 

This program builds on the teaching that takes place in schools, 
giving students the opportunity to revise, reinforce and extend on key 
skills/concepts, and to develop strong problem-solving and exam 
techniques.

Students attend the Master Classes on a weekly basis (across 10 weeks 
in each semester), in addition to their regular classes at school. Classes 
are held outside of school hours, both after school and on weekends.

Unit 1 and Unit 3 Classes commence in March of each year.

Unit 2 and Unit 4 Classes commence in July of each year.
TSFX Master Classes. 

The ultimate learning 

experience & the most  

in-depth preparation 

for your SACs & exams.



Out-Rank Your State-Wide Peers.

�� Revise and extend on the work covered at school to VCAA 
exam standard.

�� Master concepts that students find difficult and that have been 
poorly answered in past exams.

�� Learn techniques that will help you to confidently answer the 
different types of questions that appear in the exams.

�� Work through a huge collection of questions that are likely to appear 
in SACs and exams.

�� Systematically prepare for the challenging analysis-style questions 
and learn how to dissect and interpret complex exam questions.

�� Master the tricks and traps that could appear in the exams.

�� Learn how to set out answers in line with the marking schemes 
used in the VCE exams.

�� Regularly revise important concepts so you don’t need to waste 
valuable time re-learning topics before your exams.

When you attend our Master Classes, you will:

My students often say that 

there was at least 20 marks 

worth of questions on the 

exam that they can thank 

TSFX for and they feel they 

have a real edge on SACs. 

Teacher – St Leonard’s College





The Numbers Don’t Lie.

If you’re determined to get the best possible results, our Master Classes won’t disappoint!

Year after year, students attending our Master Classes achieve amazing results. 

As an example, 95% of our 2018 students achieved an ATAR of 85 or above, even 
though most had previously received average or below average marks!

Scores are based on the responses received at the time of printing.

Above 95:

State Average 

TSFX

Above 85:

State Average 

TSFX

57%

5%

95%

15%

Year Average ATAR Median ATAR

2018 93.23 95.80

2017 94.43 95.75

2016 93.29 95.00

2015 93.56 96.85

2014 93.90 94.80

2013 93.56 94.85

2012 95.40 96.10

2011 95.60 96.96

2010 95.22 96.90



Learn from the Best.

To ensure you receive every possible 
advantage in the VCE, our Master 
Classes are prepared and delivered by 
hand-picked, qualified, experienced 
VCE teachers from top ranking 
schools. Our teachers include authors 
of VCE textbooks, writers and markers 
of your VCAA exams, as well as 
leading experts in their subject fields.

The Master Classes cover every 
aspect of a subject’s study design 
and are conducted in a relaxed and 
friendly atmosphere – conditions that 
are vital to maximise learning.

Our teachers are highly dedicated, 
supportive and understanding; 
additional reasons why our students 
perform so well.





The Elephant in the Room.

Who is the better choice when it comes to teaching: A 

qualified, experienced VCE teacher or a recent VCE graduate?

A high ATAR or study score doesn’t equip a recent VCE graduate with 
the skills, knowledge and experience that’s required to prepare students 
for their final exams. Many students receive full marks for their exam 
responses, but they don’t know how and where marks were awarded, 
which terms or statements had to be included, and alternate answers 
that would also receive full marks. This information is usually restricted to 
VCAA exam assessors – the teachers who mark the VCE exams. VCAA 
exam assessors also have access to important information that many 
teachers aren’t even aware of, and which can make a huge difference  
to your VCE marks.

Not only do the teachers presenting our Master Classes have years of 
experience teaching the VCE in top performing schools, they also have 
significant experience in exam marking and/or writing and are always 
up to date with the changes in exam trends and marking schemes. 
They’re also trained to teach different types of learners – a skill that 
rarely evolves without the right type of instruction and experience.

Note: The majority of VCE 
graduates who present VCE 
lectures and tuition classes 
have not received formal 
instruction in most of the 
topics they’re teaching. 
These students graduated 
before many VCE subjects 
underwent significant changes 
to their Study Design and 
are self-taught, using limited 
information that does not 
cover the scope required for 
the higher VCE marks.



Recorded Classes.

As we record our classes you won’t ever fall behind if you miss a 
week. You can also watch a class as many times as it takes for you 
to feel confident with what was covered. And when it comes to the 
exams, our recorded classes offer a powerful way of revising for these 
important assessments.

And for those students who prefer face-to-face instruction, if you find a 
topic difficult or would like to prepare for a SAC in a fast and effective 
way, you can attend multiple classes in a subject across a single week, 
at no additional charge. 



One-On-One Tuition as You Need It.

Need help with homework?

Need clarification with what was covered in class?

Are you looking to bridge gaps in knowledge or are you looking for a different 

perspective?

Whatever the reason, our tutors are available before and after class to give you the one-one-one 
attention you need. Delivered by the best recent graduates of the VCE, our tutors know first-hand 
what you’re going through, and are keen to help you reach your full potential in the VCE.



Unparalleled A+ Course Notes.

You’ll receive detailed and comprehensive A+ 
notes that include every key concept that could 
be examined, clear and concise explanations, fully 
worked examples with step-by-step instructions, 
and a large collection of potential exam questions – 
saving you countless hours in study time.

Note: No other VCE program provider comes close 
to matching the quality and depth of materials that 
are given to students who attend TSFX programs! 
As an example, students attending our Unit 3  
Maths Methods Classes receive over 700 pages of 
notes and 700 exam-style questions!

To help you obtain the highest possible marks in 
your SACs and exams you’ll receive regular study 
skills and exam strategy advice that is backed by 
evidence-based research.

You will learn how to avoid the costly mistakes 
made by past VCE students, how to manage and 

avoid stress, and discover the most powerful, 
effective and time-saving learning and exam 
preparation techniques that will not only greatly 
improve marks – but also boost confidence, reduce 
procrastination and motivate you to excel in the 
VCE. 

Study Skills and Exam Strategies.





Many of the questions in 

the Master Class notes 

appeared in the actual 

VCE exams! 

Student – Sacre Coeur



All the Tools you Need to Ace the VCE.

�� Receive a huge collection of exam papers and worked solutions to practise as you 
complete each topic at school (not available for English). 

�� Sit a trial exam under exam conditions. You will then listen to experienced VCAA markers 
work through each question, reviewing critical theory and highlighting VCAA marking 
schemes. 

�� Obtain complimentary access to our exclusive student forums where you can get 
assistance with SACs and coursework materials.

�� Receive access to the resources available on our unique and exclusive online system. 
Thousands of pages of notes, tests, worksheets, pracs, sample A+ essays and projects – 
everything you need to score the highest possible marks.

��  Get FREE entry into a variety of classes and lectures that are designed to enhance SAC 
and exam marks. 

When you attend our Master Classes, you’ll also:



No Compromises.

�� Our course materials are improved and extended upon on a yearly 
basis so you receive the best possible notes and instruction that 
reflect the annual changes in exam marking and question trends.

�� Our course materials are prepared and updated by qualified, 
experienced VCE teachers – not students.

�� Our teachers aren’t just employed on the basis of their academic 
and professional merits, but also because of their exceptional 
communication skills. The ultimate selection process is student 
feedback – we only work with those teachers who have surpassed 
the expectations of the students attending our courses.

�� To give you the best chance to maximise exam marks, we WILL NOT 
skip important concepts or race through course materials just so we 
can complete the program within the advertised time. If more time 
is required to work through each Area of Study to exam standard, 
additional classes will be scheduled free of charge.

The program delivered 

everything that was 

promised and much, much 

more. Thank you TSFX for 

giving me an invaluable 

advantage over my peers.  

Student – Sacred Heart College, Geelong 





Venue. Dates. Times. Fees.    

Venue:
TSFX Master Classes are held at The University of Melbourne  
(Parkville Campus).

Dates:
Unit 1 and Unit 3 Classes commence in March of each year.
Unit 2 and Unit 4 Classes commence in July of each year.

Students attend the Master Classes on a weekly basis  
(across 10 weeks) in each semester.

Times:
Weekdays:  5pm to 8pm
Weekends:  9am to 12 noon, 1pm to 4pm

Fees:
We have a number of packages and payment options available. 

Please visit www.tsfx.com.au/mc or contact our office on  
(03) 9663 3311 for further details regarding timetables,  
dates and fees.



Structured in Your Best Interests.    

To help save you time, we’ve extended each weekly session to 3 hours, 
which has decreased the program length to 10 weeks. 

You’ll now spend less time travelling and have more  
opportunities for homework or leisure activities! 

In addition, we’ll have a greater chance of  
keeping up with the school curriculum, giving 
you that added advantage in your SACs and 
other school-based assessments.

It was 3 hours of revision in which I was 

able to go over content that would have 

taken me an entire day to complete on my 

own. I was blown away with the amount of 

notes and practice questions provided.

Student – Marymede Catholic College





What Sets Us Apart?

Private Tutor TuteSmart by 
ATARNOTES TSSM TSFX

Number of Students per Standard Class 1-2 10 – 30 8 – 12 10 – 30

Courses Developed by Teachers ?   

Lecturers are Qualified Teachers ?   

Lecturers are VCAA Assessors ?  ? 

Complete Course Notes    

Notes Prepared by Teachers    

One-on-One Tuition    

Recorded Classes    

Duration (Hours) – One Unit*   20 30 24 30

Total Course Fees – One Unit*   $1600 $1080 $710 $890

Price/Hour*   $80 $36 $29.58 $29.67

Average ATAR 2018 ? Not Published Not Published 93.23

* Fees and duration represent those charged for the base course.



Nothing Beats Experience.  
Except More Experience.

With so much pressure and competition in the VCE, you can’t afford 
to make the wrong choices when choosing the best organisation to 
enhance your VCE studies. TSFX has over 26 years of experience 
in delivering VCE programs so you can be confident that we have a 
genuine understanding of what’s required to excel in the VCE.

It’s taken you 11 years of hard work to get to where you are today.  
And you’ve only got one chance to get your VCE right.

TSFX has helped over 150,000 students improve their marks and 
secure a place in the course of their dreams. Our programs are based 
on a unique system that ensures you receive the best opportunities 
to maximise your VCE marks. We believe that, given the right 
opportunities, guidance and support, EVERY student has the potential 
to excel in their studies.

Join us at TSFX and make your study efforts count.

Trust Your One Chance With TSFX.

The School For Excellence 

is the most helpful, 

motivating and organised 

tutor school I’ve ever seen. 

Trust this and you will 

benefit from it.

Student – Melbourne Girls’ College



TSFX. 
Real Educators.

Real Results.





Testimonials.   

If you’re like me and you just couldn’t force 

yourself to revise for exams when they 

were months away, do something like the 

Master Classes at TSFX. Otherwise, you’ll be 

drowning in work at the end of the year and 

this will affect your ATAR.

Student – Penleigh and Essendon Grammar

I used to be a B grade student – I just 

needed a little more encouragement and 

motivation to be better, to achieve A-grade 

results – and thanks to TSFX I have!

Student – Kilbreda College

TSFX really enhances your learning of 

a subject and helped me achieve the 

difference between an A and an A+.  

The teachers are great!

Student – Mac.Robertson Girls’ High School

The teachers are highly commendable 

and I definitely would not have been able 

to achieve my ATAR of 96.10 without TSFX.  

Student – Avila College

The Master Classes really put me at a 

strong advantage over the other students 

in the state due to their great materials and 

enthusiastic teachers.

Student – Mac.Robertson Girls’ High School

TSFX has transformed my dreams into 

realities.

Student – Minaret College



About TSFX.

The School For Excellence (TSFX) is a leading Australian education 
provider that delivers educational services to help students maximise 
their Year 11 and Year 12 marks.

Office:   Level 3, 99 William Street, Melbourne, VIC, 3000
Telephone: 03 9663 3311
Facsimile:  03 9663 3939
Email:  admin@tsfx.com.au
Established: 1991

TSFX. Your Path to VCE Success.



TSFX. Your Path to VCE Success.




